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About This Game

Join Bishi in this short but sweet (and funny) platform game as he goes through three worlds to defeat the evil Doctor
Evilworth! He's like, really evil. Bishi will soon find himself in possession of a very persistant boomerang, and a friend in the

name of Maximillian the Third, from the band Because Because! (Who totally isn't the author of this game..)

- Featuring plenty of checkpoints and infinite lives, this isn't Dark Souls.
- Enjoy the varied levels and Maximillian's lack of helpfulness!

- Lots of tunes and funny sound effects!
- An adorable Bishi!

- Gems to find for an extended ending!
- WASD keys or Arrow keys with Shift and Right CTRL

- Bishi can be controlled with a controller, but conversations must be advanced by pressing the space bar.
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bishi and the alien slime invasion

Excellent game! This allows you to pass the time and with a little practice you get to make excellent drift! ( I play with an xbox
one controller ). One of the best Uninstalling simulators I've played. 11/10. it's a great game everyone should get
it!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. Positives

Nice Backgrounds

- Negatives

Hard to see bullets
Enemies appearing from behind with no warning
No choice of weapons. Pick up weapons in set places
Game feels flat
Have to restart from Level 1 when your lives run out
No continues

=

Average game at best. It is a good price but just lacking excitement.
. Great little game!. cool cool cool~. After playing this game for 14 hours straight yesterday and forgetting to eat, I can safely
say that I have become addicted. Great game!. Very nice graphics and so far a great hidden object game. Love the setting
Played a bit more and love the historical use of characters. Very nicely done. Awesome weapon pack! I love the Seeker Six!. I
keep waiting for this to get good but the abysmal controller setup drive me bonkers. why is there not just a lock-in-place button i
can hold to aim with? aiming with the right stick is awful when i can't exactly get another finger around to press jump. and why
is there two different dash buttons like just make it directional based on where you're aiming the move stick.

Also frankly it's just kinda ugly, and there's no real level design.
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Not bad at the start, very good impression. The visuals are pretty and cyberpunkish, I am a sucker for that fortunately for this
game, a bit not optimized because I cannot run this on the highest settings whilst being able to run for ex Witcher 3 on highest
and there is sadly no way to disable motion blur without completely disabling the post processing.
Gameplay gets rather boring and there are not that many players around.

I bought it on a sale so I am not entirely butthurt about this and I am hoping it will still be developed, but overall, in it's current
state, don't buy - unless on a big sale or when more features are added.. i really love the c&c games and so i didn\u00b4t hesitate
to buy the pc-conversion.i must admit that the bugs (cards not properly played or even ignored) and the fact that there is no
multiplayer were a bit of a disappointment, but i hope that this will be improved in the future.
even in this state this is one of the best pc-wargames out there.buy it...that\u00b4s an order!

please please implement multi-player guys. If you are not into the linear loot grinding aspect of gaming, then you will probably
not enjoy this game.
I have not played that many hours but at no point did I feel excited about the game, however I do believe that I am not the target
audience.
. this is not larry *refund*. There are a number of recent negative reviews on this game, perhaps because more people are
buying it when it came up for sale last time, and took a chance on a five dollar game. I picked it as well and also bought the
DLC maps.

Tastes in games are subjective, but for whatever reason this one really hit the spot for me. It's not going to be the best FPS or
best puzzle game, but the first Sanctum has it's own niche and unique style, that it earns its place out there.

Unlike Sanctum 2 the enemies don't fight back. You can get up and close and chase them, or occupy higher spots in strategic
areas and get better hits. The waves that come out in lines on the ground, or flying above in the air, try to reach and diminish the
core - if enough reach it, the level drops to zero and the match is over. The action can be intense but around the edges of it,
there is a light heartedness, such as the free Christmas DLC map.

Thought it's hard to find online matches, the gameplay is great as different people can bring different weapons and towers, to
split up the workload and to create a successful map. I think if you buy this game and host some maps you'll find that there are
other people out there who will hop on.
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